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INTRODUCTION
Boxing is one kind of original and combative sports. The
boxer always attacks the adversary in many kinds of offense to
annoy their offense strategies by the repeated movements of
jab, hook, uppercut, and straight punch. The jab is used to
measure the attack distance in order to tempt, raid, or rush the
adversary mainly. However, the well and fast jab technique
must be coordinated footwork to develop the effects of jab that
stated above. There is an old saying in Chinese martial arts
that “to teach punching does not footwork, because it makes
the master face danger of student’s beat”. This reveal that
footwork is an important factor is the “glue”that holds the jab
technique together. The purpose of this study is to investigate
the effect of various stepping forwards for jab of boxing in
biomechanical approach.

METHODS
Eleven collegiate level boxing players, training age over five
years, were recruited voluntarily as the participants for this
study. Their mean body height, body weight, and age with
standard deviation were 173.5 ± 6.2 cm, 66.0 ± 10.8 kg, 20.7 ±
1.6 years old respectively. Participant were asked to perform
stand jabs, one-foot forward jabs, and two-foot forward jabs
without impact five times for each movement in delivered off
the lead foot and bare-handed by random order. The past study
showed there were few differences in kinematics between
gloved and bare-handed punches [1].

The Vicon 3-D motion analysis system with 8 cameras (MX-
F40, 250Hz) and two Kislter force platforms (Type 9260AA,
1000Hz) were synchronized to record the kinematical and
kinematical data respectively. The Vicon Nexus system
(Version 1.4.116) and Polygon Authoring Tool (Version 3.1)
were used to analyze the kinematic parameters of upper
extremity and ground reaction force. Repeated measure one-
way ANOVA and LSD post-hoc were adopted to
analyze the statistical difference with an alpha level
of .05.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results showed the peak velocity of hand were no
statistical differences among stand jab (7.32 ± 0.81 m/s), one-
foot forward jab (7.49 ± 0.72 m/s), and two-foot forward jab
(7.66 ± 0.67 m/s) significantly, F(2, 20) = 2.5, p > .05. The
peak velocity of elbow (3.21 ± 0.47 m/s) and shoulder (2.97 ±
0.56 m/s) in two-foot forward jab were higher than stand jab
and one-foot forward jab (ps < .05, η2 = .52-.54). The effects

of stepping forward enhanced the peak velocity of elbow
about 17.1% in two-foot forward and 8.4% in one-foot
forward relative to stand jab. But only the peak velocity of
shoulder in two-foot forward enhanced 29.0% relative to stand
jab.

All the jab movements were without impact to perform
punching in this study and this condition made the research
assumed the instant of hand velocity equal zero was the
terminal position of jab. The results of statistical analyzed
showed time of peak shoulder velocity and time of peak elbow
velocity to terminal position had no significant difference
among three jab movements in this study (ps > .05). But the
peak hand velocity in two-foot forward jab was lag 9 ms to
achieve terminal position significantly relative to stand jab.

Figure 1 showed an example of biomechanical patterns of
three kinds of jab movement for one participant. The ground
reaction force showed the lead foot acted forward to perform
the stand jab, but the force was small (less 0.1BW) and the
ground reaction backward force was reduce to zero at the end
of jab. The one-foot forward jab and the two-foot forward jab
were the stepping movements, and at the instant of lead foot
landing, the ground acted the large force backward to break
the boxer moved forward. The peak velocities appeared as the
following sequence during jab movements: shoulder, elbow,
and hand. It must be noted that there was the second peak
velocity in shoulder during the time of hand produced peak
velocity and the terminated position. This indicated that the
end of jab movement, also be considered as punching on target,
the boxer acted shoulder to accelerate again. That reinforced
the effect of trunk action or whole body action. Under the
movements of one-foot forward jab and two-foot forward jab,
the shoulder and elbow were both showed the characteristics
of accelerated again. It could be regarded as the lead foot
landing in jab enhanced the effect of punching.

CONCLUSIONS
The stepping forward had no change the jab peak velocity in
hand, but it enhanced the peak velocity of elbow and shoulder.
It seems reasonable to conclude that the stepping forward
created the offense effect again during the end of jab
movement.
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Figure 1: The velocities of jab arm and ground reaction force of jab direction for stand (a), one-foot forward (b), and two-foot
forward (c) for an example boxer. Time axis zero means the hand achieved the terminal position, and the dotted line means the
instance of peak velocity in hand.


